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In this Whitepaper we want to introduce you to the Bitscrow service.
A revolutionary escrow service based on smart contracts.

Bitscrow will allow you to have a buy or sell of products or services using 
cryptocurrencies in a secure and anonymous way.

The idea is to create a kind of open market, where transactions are
executed and secured through an escrow service, without any intermediary.

The markets require control mechanisms to avoid discord between 
sellers and buyers.

In the event of disputes, these are initially handled by validators, who 
may fill this role by partecipating in stalking validator pools.

You too can become one of them and earn from the transaction fees to 
be resolved.

1   STOP SCAMS



SMART CONTRACT
ESCROW2

The biggest problem encountered in online commerce are 
scams.
Escrow services are intended to ensure the security by acting 
as an intermediary in transactions where the two parties do 
not trust each other.

Surely you have heard of some acquaintance who has rented an 
apartment for vacation and arrived at the place place turned out 
to be unavailable.

Result?
Money lost and vacation ruined

With our service you can hold money on the blockchain until the 
keys are delivered on site (as agreements previously established) 
at which point all you have to do is to release, via the DApp, the 
compensation to the tenant.

The price of this service?
Only 1 percent of the total transaction using the BTSCRW token.
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3 ESCROW MECHANISM
BOB SELLER - ALICE BUYER
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PREVENTION
methodology for incentivizing transaction success 

ALICE  <->  BOB

• If the transaction is immediately successful, those who benefit are the two parties to the transaction

• Low commissions if you pay with native token

• Low or near-zero commissions based on reliability of subjects (through the use of reviews).

• Di�erent levels of commissions

GOALS > 1 - Minimize transactions that require validation

2 - In case of disputes encourage validators to work according to the regulations

3 - Stop the scams, turn away those who try to
       to use the platform dishonestly

DISPUTES PREVENTION
MECHANISM

Prevention of
DISPUTES

More positive transactions equals higher reliability and thus lower fees



If dispute prevention
is not su�cient is used -->

For each dispute there will be a validator who will have to access the platform and handle the dispute
- The validator will be in charge of judging based on the regulations, the documentation provided by the parties and finally in an ethical manner.
- He has a set time to validate the transaction, 48h to evaluate.
- We encourage our validators to do the job properly by rewarding them through high APY and low fees.
- Once the he votes, BITSCROW will check the goodness of the vote (Multi-signature) and the quality of the validator's judgment.
- If the judgment is di�erent from that of BITSCROW he will still receive 3% of the fees but will also receive a penalty. 
- At the third penalty he will be excluded from the staking validator pools and moved to the classic staking pool.

Validators
• The staking validator performs an active function and is critical to the Bitscrow ecosystem.

• He is a real partner.

• It will need to access and validate transactions.

• He will have to be impartial and follow the rules.

• Is chosen based on the value of the object or type of transaction.

• Pools can handle a maximum number of transactions per validator.

DISPUTES MANAGEMENT
MECHANISM

The VALIDATOR gives an opinion based on the "BITSCROW RULES"
(where the specific case of the dispute is not in the regulation, validators must judge ethically).

Management of
DISPUTES

JUDGE THE
TRANSACTION

Validator

JUDGE OF
Bitscrow DEVs

DISPUTE CONCLUDED
IN FAVOR 

OF ONE OF THE PARTIES

3% of commission
 goes to the validator

CONFIRMS OR 
DECLINE

THE TRANSACTION.



Staking with
variable APY 

The staking pool is critical to the proper functioning of Bitscrow.

Staking validators earn tokens with variable APY simply by participating in pools.

Staking validators are divided into three categories:

120 validators
APY: 100%
Locked: 1 month
10 $ <transaction value> 1,000$

STAKING POOL BRONZE

STAKING POOL SILVER

60 validators
APY: 125%
Locked: 1 month
1,000$ <transaction value> 10,000$

30 validators
APY: 150%
Locked: 1 month
<transaction value> 10,000$



4
Anyone has the right to access the platform.

Registration and login are done through the use of web3.

No personal information is requested unless the shipment of a good is required.

You can buy and sell any product or service (except prohibited list).

When the parties agree on the details of the transaction and payment method, the buyer sends the money to the smart contract, 

which will hold the funds until the good/service is received.

Case 1: if the buyer does not dispute the exchange, the smart contract releases the money to the seller.

Case 2: If the buyer disputes the transaction, the dispute and decision are handled by:

 

For each transaction there are fees to be paid, which are distributed proportionally or according to the initial agreement between 

the parties.

You can pay transaction fees with the native Bitscrow token (BTSCRW), in this case the cost of commissions is reduced (1%).

It is possible to pay transactions with all other cryptocurrencies supported by the platform (example: BNB), in this case the cost 

of fees is increased (2%).

Commissions will populate Bitscrow's Treasury.

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

DISPUTES MANAGEMENT
MECHANISM

BITSCROW RULES



Cryptocurrency enthusiasts and users are growing exponentially 
but there are still few platforms on which to use them.

Bitscrow will integrate a marketplace where you can buy and sell ser-
vices or items including digital (nft, recharges..), paying significantly 
lower fees than the main competitors.

You will always be sure of the validity and security of the tran-
saction thanks to our blockchain escrow service.

You will always be sure of the validity and security of the tran-
saction thanks to our blockchain escrow service.

To ensure your complete anonymity, buying and selling will 
be done through the use of Web3.

In addition, you will be able to buy or sell your luxury category 
watch with total confidence while avoiding receiving a fake.

Some categories, such as watches, will go through one of our 
watchmakers who will check and certify their originality.

In case of fake you will be refund.

5 MARKETPLACE

Crypto
PAY ONLY
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6 GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
CRYPTO MARKET

REAL ESTATE EQUITIES GLOBAL M1 FAANG

DEBT SECURITIES GLOBAL GDP GOLD CRYPTO

The cryptocurrency market has a volume
market much lower among the most relevant assets,
this factor denotes the immense potential
not yet expressed of this technology



7 COMPETITOR

Escrow.comBitscrow Paypal 
items and services

Accepts Crypto YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (only in USA and UK) NO

NONO

YES YES

NO NO

Privacy (No KYC)

Escrow

Marketplace



BTSCRW is a new token that will function as a currency within the
Bitscrow's ecosystem.

It will allow you to pay for goods and services or lower fees for
transaction in order to facilitate and encourage exchanges between parties.

It will be able to be traded, after presale, on Pancakeswap.

Details:

Blockchain type: BSC

Ticker: BTSCRW

Total supply: 250,000,000 BTSCRW

Token starting price: 0,0024$

Address token: 0x9D55F5a65C4E8A7563A668c12364eCC42c4481a6

8 TOKENOMICS



The goal of the token is to maintain security, decentralization and prevent "Whales" in the presale phase.

We also aspire to make progress toward a financially sustainable system that benefits all stakeholders, which is why 61.6 percent of the 

supply will be released thus ensuring constant resource access over time.

The presale phase and the token are divided in this way:

9 TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

To developers, locked for 1 year (from token creation)

Marketing and advertising

Presale on Pinksale10% 10%

Liquidity pool on Pancakeswap (with 80% of BNB collected in presale)8%
5%

25,000,000 BTSCRW 25,000,000 BTSCRW

20,000,000 BTSCRW

Locked on slow-release smart contract
(1%/month until exhausted) over 5 years

61,6%

154,000,000 BTSCRW

Pinksale fees0,4%
1,000,000 BTSCRW

12,500,000 BTSCRW

Staking reward5%
12,500,000 BTSCRW



10 ROAD MAP

Q3
2 0 2 2

- Token Deployment on BSC

- Website creation

- Opening social channels

- Launching advertising campaign

- Presale on Pinksales

- Investor search

- Starting Dapp development

- Listing on Coinmarketcap

- Listing on Coingecko

- Staking Pool opening

- DApp releasing with Staking function

- ADV partner search

Q1
2 0 2 3

- Validators training
- Release Escrow service
- Listing on CEX
- Release of the Marketplace service 

for digital services

Q2
2 0 2 3

Q3
2 0 2 3

- Escrow Service API Release for Third-Party Integration
- Crosschain AVAX for USDC implementation
- Crosschain ETH
- Marketplace release for NFT services

- Opening of Escrow control 

centers (Asia and Europe)

-



11 FOLLOW US

https://bitscrow.site

@bitscrowrevolution @bitscrowr @bitscrowrevolution @bitscrow@bitscrowrevolution_ita


